Some of you might be aware that Chris and I filmed a segment of “Wild About Animals” starring Marriette Hartley back in May of this year. It aired nationally in October, but at odd hours and odd stations. It’s a children’s educational show which in our area airs on Saturday mornings. I asked the producers if we could share it with our members and they did one better. They edited out just our 4 minutes segment and put it on YouTube.

Here is a link to it:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYlfxi7vBKU

If for some reason this does not work go to www.YouTube.com and search “pot bellied pigs as pets”. It was a lot of fun doing and they were so very respectful to us and our animals. We could have looked like raving lunatics, but they did a great job. At least we think so.

Hope you enjoy it.

Happy New Year
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Ok so this isn’t a potbellied pig, but it’s a darn cute pix and I couldn’t resist including it. He IS a rescue pig so that counts.

I wanted to send out one last 2008 eNews with a few fun items.

You might not think I have been saving the pig-ures you have sent me during the year, but I have. I put together another CPPA Photo Gallery. I tried to upload it to YouTube, but I had some issues, so I put it in Vimeo instead. Thanks Tom for telling me about Vimeo. Please keep sending me those pix! I will save them for Photo Gallery #4

Here is the link, enjoy: http://vimeo.com/2655573

And last, in the above YouTube video you can see I am wearing a very cool original Pig Snout necklace. This was made for me by a long time CPPA member, Spike. It is sterling silver and my very favorite necklace. You can hang it on a chain or even a pin if you like. If you are interested in purchasing one, Spike has made six additional ones to sell, each is numbered and they are only $45.00 including shipping! CPPA will receive a $15.00 donation for each sale.

For more information please contact Spike directly at: Spike@digitalpath.net

I hope you enjoy yours as much as I do mine!!